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100% Real Exam Questions! 100% Exam Pass Guaranteed! 1.|2017 New 352-001 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 499Q&As
Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/352-001.html 2.|2017 New 352-001 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNSUNBNi1aYkpfOTQ?usp=sharing QUESTION 31Refer to the exhibit.
Your junior design engineer presents this configuration design. What is the next-hop router for CE3, and why? A. CE1. BGP
weight is higher than CE2.B. CE2. EBGP administrative distance is lower than RIP.C. CE2. The link between CE2 and PE1 has
more bandwidth than CE1-to-PE1.D. CE1. HSRP on CE1 is in active state. Answer: A QUESTION 32A service provider creates a
network design that runs MPLS in its WAN backbone using OSPF as the IGP routing protocol. What would be two effects of
additionally implementing MPLS-TE? (Choose two.) A. MPLS-TE is required to reroute traffic within less than 1 second in case
of a link failure inside the backbone.B. MPLS-TE is required to route different MPLS QoS service classes through different paths.
C. MPLS-TE and OSPF cannot be used together inside one MPLS network.D. MPLS-TE cannot use OSPF for the traffic path
calculation.E. MPLS-TE is required to create backup paths independently from the IGP. Answer: BE QUESTION 33Which two
mechanisms ensure that a network design provides fast path failure detection? (Choose two.) A. BFDB. fast hello packetsC.
UDLDD. IP Cisco Express Forwarding Answer: AB QUESTION 34In which two ways is a network design improved by the
inclusion of IP Event Dampening? (Choose two.) A. reduces processing loadB. provides sub-second convergenceC. improves
network stabilityD. prevents routing loopsE. quickly detects network failures Answer: AC QUESTION 35You are evaluating
convergence characteristics of various interior gateway protocols for a new network design. Which technology allows link-state
routing protocols to calculate paths to destination prefixes that are functionally similar to feasible successors in Enhanced Interior
Gateway Routing Protocol? A. Incremental Shortest Path FirstB. Cisco Multiprotocol Label Switching Traffic Engineering Fast
RerouteC. Loop-Free Alternate Fast RerouteD. partial route calculationE. Fast-Flooding Answer: C QUESTION 36You are
hired to design a solution that will improve network availability for users on a campus network with routed access. If the budget
limits you to three components, which three components would you recommend in your design proposal? (Choose three.) A.
redundant power supplies in the access routersB. standby route processors for SSO in the core routersC. standby route processors
for SSO in the distribution routersD. standby route processors for SSO in the access routersE. replace copper links between
devices with fiber links Answer: ADE QUESTION 37You are designing a network to support data, voice and video. Which two
main factors will you address to improve network convergence? (Choose two.) A. event propagation delayB. failure detection
delayC. forwarding engine update delayD. routing table recalculation delay Answer: BD QUESTION 38Refer to the exhibit.
This diagram depicts the design of a small network that will run EIGRP on R1 and R2, and EIGRP Stub on R3. In which two ways
will this network be impacted if there is link instability between R1 and R2? (Choose two.) A. R1 will have routes in its routing
table that originate from R2 and R3.B. R3 will have routes in its routing table that originate from R1 and R2.C. R2 will have
routes in its routing table that originate from R1 and R3.D. R3 will be transit for traffic between R1 and R2.E. R3 will not be
transit for traffic between R1 and R2. Answer: BE QUESTION 39Refer to the exhibit. In this BGP design, what is the next hop for
10.1.1.0/24 on R8 and R7? A. The next hop for 10.1.1.0/24 on R7 is R8 and the next hop for R8 is R7.B. The next hop for
10.1.1.0/24 on R7 is R5 and the next hop for R8 is R6.C. The next hop for 10.1.1.0/24 on R7 is R6 and the next hop for R8 is R5.
D. The next hop for 10.1.1.0/24 on R7 is R3 and the next hop for R8 is R4. Answer: A QUESTION 40You are a network designer
and are responsible for ensuring that the network you design is secure. How do you plan to prevent infected devices on your network
from sourcing random DDoS attacks using forged source addresses? A. ACL-based forwardingB. ACL filtering by destinationC.
Unicast RPF loose modeD. Unicast RPF strict mode Answer: D !!!RECOMMEND!!! 1.|2017 New 352-001 Exam Dumps
(PDF & VCE) 499Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/352-001.html 2.|2017 New 352-001 Study Guide Video:
YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=mTLcNm1jZow
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